
Site Visit  

- JFD Australia  
 

Friday, 22nd April 2016  

JFD, 54 Bushland Ridge, Bibra Lake, WA, 6163 

Society for Underwater Technology – Perth Branch  www.sut.org.au 

Celebrating 50 years in 2016 

To register for this FREE event visit www.trybooking.com/KMLV 

Should you have any questions please contact the SUT on + 61 (0) 8 9481 0999 or email j.maninin@sut.org.   

The Australian Industry and Defence Network WA kindly invite SUT members to join 

them in attending a complimentary, guided tour of JFD thanks to JFD Australia.  

About JFD:  

 

JFD is a world leader in the design, manufacture and operation of diving and underwater systems. They provide their defence 

customers with complete submarine escape, rescue and abandonment solutions and for their special operations and to their MCM 

customers they offer an extensive portfolio of breathing apparatus and a range of advanced swimmer delivery vehicles. Commercial 

customers in offshore and diving industries rely on their equipment to protect personnel operating in deep and hostile conditions. The 

JFD pedigree stems from over 30 years operating safely in the challenging subsea environment.  

 

In Australia, JFD provides direct support to submariners through the ready availability and deployment of a full submarine rescue suite 

in the event of a submarine incident, as well as the provision of pressurised submarine escape training which is a unique and rare 

capability within contemporary navies. Given their undersea heritage as a business, they also provide maintenance services to the 

ADF’s diving and mine counter measure forces, and of course deliver products and product support to their commercial subsea clients. 

While small in the number of employees, JFD in Australia shoulders a serious and significant responsibility in the safety of operations in 

the environmentally demanding sphere of undersea operations.  

Tour information:  
 

Register - All delegates are required to register through www.trybooking.com/KMLV - places are limited so please book urgently 
 

Transport - Delegates are required to make their own way to JFD: 54 Bushland Ridge, Bibra Lake, WA, 6163 
 

Parking - parking onsite requires all vehicles are to be reserved in allocated parking bays. Over flow car parking on Bushland Ridge.  
 

Arrival - Upon arrival all guests must report to reception to sign in.  
 

Dress code – All are required to be dressed in sensible clothing and closed in shoes.  

 

Programme:  

10:00  Arrival and check-in at reception  

10:15  Safety Induction and presentation  

10:45   Guided tour of the JFD Bibra Lake facility 

11:30  Refreshments and networking   

12:00  Conclusion of tour and departure  
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